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ABSTRACT: Results of microfocus X-ray diffraction at the ESRF are presented which provide unique
evidence supporting a model for the structure of starch, much of this model having been previously derived
only on the basis of circumstantial evidence. Here we present data from ∼2 µm regions within granules
which have been subjected to no sample preparation and obtain oriented 2-D fiber patterns from the
edge of B-type potato starch granules. This data is in good agreement with that previously calculated by
Imberty/Perez1 for a B-type amylose fiber. The peripheral amylopectin helices are oriented in such a
way they do not point to a single focus. No discontinuities (“grain boundaries”) within a granule could
be found at the 10 µm level of resolution.

Introduction
The supramolecular structure of starch remains a
puzzle within the field of plant molecular biology.
Genetic engineering is beginning to produce starches
with novel supramolecular architectures as the enzymes
in the cultivar’s metabolic pathway may now be altered.2
These new products could be of crucial industrial
importance, but even the structures of wild-type starches
are not well understood.
Sample preparation has provided the foremost problem facing the complete structural elucidation of starch
in its native form. Electron microscopy requires the
production of microtomed sections and additionally
requires samples to be examined under vacuum. It is
thus liable to affect the native structure of the granule
which in turn leads to problems with interpretation.3,4
An extremely detailed model of starch has been proposed by Oostergetel et al.5 in 1993 using tomographic
reconstruction of transmission electron micrographs, but
has as yet received no corroboration from other techniques. It appears likely that microfocus X-ray diffraction will eventually provide this required information
as outlined in the Future Work section. Microfocus
X-ray diffraction will also always have the advantage
over electron diffraction that the kinematic approximation can be used to analyze the data.6 Difficult multiple
scattering calculations do not have to be made (the
dynamic approximation), since the X-rays interact much
more weakly with matter than electrons.
The conventional model of starch is that it is formed
from three regions, crystalline and amorphous lamellae,
which together form the crystalline growth ring, and
amorphous growth rings,7 as shown in Figure 1. The
largest granules presented by nature are those found
in potato tubers. These are elliptical in shape with their
longest axis on the order of 100 µm.8 Previous X-ray
diffraction experiments have thus been restricted to
measurements averaging over many granules9-11 (e.g.
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Figure 1. Granule in cross section showing the orientation
of amylopectin double helices in the crystalline lamellae (not
to scale). Scan 1 shows the path followed to obtain the
diffraction patterns showed in Figure 6.

at the Daresbury synchrotron source, using beam lines
2.1 and 8.2) with a typical beam size of a few millimeters, yielding a powder average, but with no knowledge of the ordering of the crystallites within a granule.
In this paper we present scans of a 2 µm X-ray beam
across a native granule. Diffraction patterns have been
obtained at 10 µm steps across one granule from potato
starch.
The point of initiation of the granule is called the
hilum. It can be found near the center of elliptical
granules or positioned on the axis of symmetry, at the
fat end of pear-shaped granules. It is usually considered
to be less well organized than the rest of the granule,
although few details are known on its exact organization
and composition.12
It is postulated that the amylopectin lamellae in
potato starch are arranged in the B-type crystalline
© 1997 American Chemical Society
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Figure 2. Crystalline structure of B-type starch as calculated from the unit cell of Imberty.1 The (001) and (110) planes, a and
b, respectively, are shown.

form. This consists of a hexagonal unit cell, space group
P61, lattice parameters a ) b ) 18.5 Å and c ) 10.4 Å,
taking the unit cell of Perez1(Figure 2). Refinements
of this structure have been achieved using amylose
fibers, and by comparison with powder diffraction data,
it is concluded that a similar structure occurs in the
native granule.13-15

The hydration of B-type starch also provides an
interesting phenomenon. The addition of water has
significant effect on its structure. Previously, based on
results from small and wide angle X-ray scattering.16
we have put forward a model for the self-assembly of
amylopectin lamellae during hydration.17 Water plasticizes the amorphous lamellae and allows the amy-
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Figure 4. Two modes of sample preparation of dry/hydrated
starch.

Figure 3. Cartoon indicating the processes involved during
the hydration of potato starch. The unit cell is not well
depicted.

lopectin helices to organize side by side in a smectic A
type structure18 (Figure 3). In the present paper we
briefly consider the effect of water on the fiber patterns
obtained from the periphery of potato granules.
Sample Preparation
Potato samples were obtained from Sigma. Wheat (with
diameters of ∼30-40 µm), barley (30-40 µm), plantain (60
µm), and banana (60 µm) starches were gifts from Dr Mike
Gidley, Unilever Colworth. Only potato produced strong
enough diffraction patterns to be usefully recorded, however.
With the other samples we only gained information concerning
the nature of the beam damage.
Sample mounting was an extremely delicate process. The
carbon film necessary to support the granules needed to be
extremely thin (less than 1 µm) in order for it to create
negligible background scattering compared with the weakly
scattering granules. Starch was sieved and centrifuged to
provide the largest available granules from each cultivar.
Next, under a stereomicroscope, a bubble of water was placed
onto the carbon support film (purchased from Agar Scientific),
which had a copper locator grid glued on its other side, as
shown in Figure 4a. The locator grid had a 500 µm hole
punched in it. The presence of this hole permits the collection
of diffraction data without the problem of copper peaks
obscuring the data. Next a small number of granules were
dropped into the bubble with an eyelash brush. For the
smaller granules an acetone/water mixture had to be used to
be added to the granules to prevent aggregation. Slowly, by
carefully monitoring the buildup in the microscope, a monolayer of starch could be produced on the carbon film. Natural
evaporation was allowed to remove most of the excess water,

and the sample was immediately sealed with another (upper)
grid mounted support film. Estimation of the water content
of such minute samples is hazardous, but limiting water levels
are on the order of 30% w/w (water/starch), and it is assumed
that these “dry” samples have less water than this.
High water content samples (ca. 45% w/w) were prepared
by piercing the upper carbon film. When the cell was floated
in water and a bubble of water was placed on top of the pierced
hole, water was sucked through the hole into the cell by
capillary action, hydrating the sample (Figure 4b).
The final samples were embedded directly in wax, which
also served as a calibration standard, on the goniometer head,
and this was placed within a millimeter of the tip of the glass
capillary used in the final stage of X-ray focusing.

Experimental Section
The beam was collimated with a glass capillary to achieve
a 2 µm full width at half-maximum. The 13 keV (0.954 Å)
X-rays were incident on the sample. The beam divergence at
the exit of the glass capillary was 2.3 mrad, and the sample
was placed 1 mm away from it. Flux at the sample was 10 ×
1010 ph/s. A more detailed account of the beam line set up
may be found in Engström et al.19,20 Calibration in 2θ was
achieved using a wax standard, since it is used as a sample
support material, and its diffraction patterns may thus be
obtained for a specific geometry without replacing the sample
or entering the hutch. For data display and data reduction
the software package FIT2D was used.21 The spatial distortions on the CCD detector were corrected with a standard grid
file supplied by Dr. Engström (ESRF).
Beam damage occurred very rapidly with all the samples,
diffraction patterns being lost after around 10 s. This problem
was in one respect an advantage, however, as it provided a
background count for each region which could then be subtracted from the data, allowing the separation of the sample
scattering from that of the shadow of the copper grid. Potato
starch was more resistant to X-ray induced disruption, by a
factor of 10, over the other starches examined: wheat, barley,
banana, and plantain (unit cell types A, A, C, and C, respectively). Beam damage between separate granular areas was
judged to be negligible, since there is no decrease in the
intensity of the measured diffraction patterns at neighboring
positions on one granule separated by 10 µm. This null result
required verification since thermal conduction or the skirt of
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Figure 5. Location of starch granules in the beam: (a) optical photograph of the prepared sample; (b) plot of the corresponding
data collected on the CCD camera. The shadow of the copper grid and the beam stop can be seen in part b.
the collimated beam could have been causing nonlocal damage
to the sample.
Individual granules were located by photographing the cell
under an optical microscope before mounting on the goniometer head (Figure 5a) and matching this with a shadow of the
copper locator grid on the X-ray detector (Figure 5b).
To minimize the rate of beam damage on wheat, we
attempted to reduce the flux of the beam by mis-aligning the
glass capillary. The more obvious solution of placing a piece
of lead in the sealed optical system upstream of the capillary
was not used since the required thickness of attenuator was
not available. The misalignment procedure was a poor solution to the problem, however, since it caused the intensity of
flux to oscillate every minute (the beam oscillated with a period
of 10 min otherwise), leading to subsequent problems in
background subtraction.

Experimentally values of the Legendre polynomial
weightings may be calculated from an azimuthal scan
of the diffraction pattern through

Order Parameters

Results

Order parameters offer an elegant method of quantifying the degree of orientation displayed by a particular reflection (as previously used in this context by
Zachmann et al.22). Following the method of Windle,23,24
we shall describe the amount of misorientation (assumed cylindrically symmetric) of the double helices
away from their mean axis, by expressing D(R) as a sum
of Legendre polynomials P2n(cos R).

Many linear scans were achieved across moist (∼30%
w/w) and wet (∼45% w/w) potato granules for a variety
of granule sizes. A representative example may be seen
in Figure 6 for wet starch, which shows six patterns
taken at 10 µm steps across a granule at the positions
shown in Figure 1. To improve the signal/noise ratio
of the diffraction patterns, frame averaging between
similar locations on separate granules was used. In
practice, averaging was achieved by using Fit2D to
rotate similarly well-resolved patterns into register and
then adding them. Granules were also quadrant averaged to achieve a 2-fold improvement in signal to noise.

∞

D(R) )

∑ (4n + 1)〈P2n(cos R)〉P2n(cos R)

n)0

(1)

∫0π/2 I(s,R)P2n(cos R)sin R dR
〈P2n(cos R)〉 )
∫0π/2 I(s,R)sin R dR

(2)

where s is a constant radial reciprocal lattice polar
coordinate, R is the variable azimuthal polar coordinate,
and I(s,R) is the intensity of a particular reflection. The
transformation to polar co-ordinates was achieved using
the r/θ rebinning routine in Fit2D.
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Figure 6. Linear scan through a single wet potato granule showing microfocus patterns taken at 10 µm steps. Positions on the
granule are marked on Figure 1.

Figure 7a shows a diffraction pattern averaged over
similar peripheral positions on four similarly sized wet
granules. It should be noted, however, that raw data
were always used to deduce the alignment of amylopectin helices (as in Figure 6, from which Figure 10 is

derived), and for any determination of orientation order
parameters. For comparison with Figure 7a, the fiber
diffraction pattern of the unit cell of Imberty/Perez1 was
calculated using Cerius. Graphical output from this
program is shown in Figure 7b. A Gaussian misorien-
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constant, the rate of dissipation of energy in the sample
decreased, and this appears to be critically important
for sample stability.
Discussion

b

Figure 7. Comparison of fiber diffraction patterns: (a) a
frame averaged microdiffraction pattern obtained from the
edge of wet potato granules compared with (b) the pattern
calculated with Cerius from the unit cell of Imberty.1

tation function of full width at half-maximum of 8° had
to be assumed to achieve agreement with the data.
Comparison of the patterns indicates a good match
between the two images, although the paucity of reflections stops us from doing any reliable integration of the
diffraction patterns and calculations of R factors.25
In the present experiment we used the (100) interhelix peak (the closest reflections left and right of the
beam stop, as for instance visible in Figure 7b) to
calculate Legendre polynomials according to eq 2. The
value of P2 calculated for the edge of wet potato
(corresponding to excess water at around 45% w/w, and
shown in Figure 8a) is 0.53, and it is 0.46 for dryer
potato (limiting water ∼30% w/w Figure 8b), using
similarly sized granules. We must however take these
results as preliminary in nature since they were achieved
through integration over azimuthal scans with significant levels of noise. Such an analysis is also not
completely valid for the asymmetric patterns collected
from starch, as cylindrical symmetry is assumed. The
lack of 4-fold rotational symmetry found in some of the
measured diffraction patterns is probably due to there
being different path lengths for different trajectories of
the scattered X-rays through the elliptical granule,
which in turn produce different degrees of attenuation.
The calculation of order parameters is also affected by
the projection of the radially arranged amylopectin
helices sampled by the beam. Only at the edge is this
projection across well-oriented fibers, producing highorder parameters. Toward the center of the granule the
beam will average over helices pointing forward, backward, and sideways, reducing the value of the order
parameter and complicating its interpretation.
An extremely weak diffraction pattern obtained for
hydrated wheat is shown in Figure 9. The collection
time was increased from 10 to 50 s since there was a
5-fold decrease in flux after capillary misalignment.
Thus, although the total integrated flux remained

A representative linear scan for 10 µm steps across a
potato granule was obtained (Figure 6), and the appropriate positions of these are marked on Figure 1
based on the use of the optical micrograph/locator grid
cross-reference. By analysis of the direction of the (100)
peaks (the interhelical reflections), the orientation of the
double helices in the granule could be deduced. They
may be seen not to point toward a single focus. Although with the limited number of data points available
exactly how the orientation varies all the way around a
granule is not clear, the data are consistent with the
helices pointing toward the surface of an inner ellipsoid
(Figure 10). The helices are also found to be perpendicular to the surface of the granule; i.e., they are
radially oriented. This is in agreement with information
derived from birefringence studies,26 which indicate a
similar result although in a less direct manner (assumptions have to be made about the correlation
between the principal optic axis and the molecular
axis8). There were no discontinuities of orientation
(disclinations or grain boundaries) discovered at the 10
µm level; i.e., there was a gradual change in the
direction of the helices between 10 µm steps, consistent
throughout with radial orientation of the helices.
Hydration causes the peaks to both increase in
intensity and sharpen (increase in P2), as can be seen
in Figure 8. From previous studies (ref 17, see Figure
3), we deduce that the amylopectin double helices
(mesogens) are moving into register in their smectic A
type structure upon the addition of water and that this
causes the increase in peak intensity since the periodicity of the packing has been improved. Furthermore we
can postulate that the increase in P2 is specifically due
to the helices becoming less splayed during their hydration; i.e., they tend to line up along some common axis.
It must be noted however that values of P2 are critically
sensitive to the amount of material sampled, i.e. the
beam size and the thickness of the material. P2 values
increase as the beam size is decreased, if there is a
constant helix-helix correlation. Thus we can only
make these qualitative deductions on P2 data specifically obtained from the edge ((5 µm) of large (∼60100 µm) potato starch granules with a 2 µm beam.
The B type10 fiber diffraction pattern observed (following averaging) at the edge of the potato granule
(Figure 7a) shows very good agreement with the unit
cell of Imberty/Perez (Figure 7b). There does however
appear to be an anomalous blurring of peaks on the first
layer line above and below the (100). Explanation of
this result will need to await improved data sets. The
position of the (100) peaks (representative of the interhelical distance) in potato starch did not change upon
increased hydration, and there was no variation with
the distance from the center of the granule.
The rate of beam damage in the A and C type unit
cell starches studied is an order of magnitude above that
of potato starch. The amylopectin double helices are
longest in potato starch,27 and it may be this factor
which increases their stability. The extra length of helix
may tend to pin the amylopectin chains in their crystalline unit cells as the X-rays disrupt the molecular
bonding. Alternatively, the extra water available in the
B-type unit cell may provide a more efficient loss
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Figure 8. Comparison of representative microdiffraction patterns from the edge of (a) wet granules (∼45% w/w) and (b) moist
granules (∼30% w/w).

mechanism for the X-rays’ energy. A weak wheat
pattern was obtained on misaligning the glass capillary.
The strongest diffraction pattern achieved showed a
little orientation in the quadrant averaged image,
Figure 9, though few conclusions should be drawn on
such a weak data set. Very faint diffraction patterns
were obtained for plantain and banana starches, and
they yielded no useful information.
There is an extremely large literature on the mechanisms of beam damage with electron microscopy and
how to avoid it.28 Such a detailed range of study must
be performed with microfocus X-ray diffraction in order
for the technique to realize its true potential.
Future Work
The main obstacle to be overcome for better resolved
fiber patterns to be collected is that of beam damage.
The prognosis is good, however. Experiments on spider
silk have shown that freezing the samples in a nitrogen
stream causes a 60-fold increase in the beam stability.29
Similar improvements should be possible with starch.
The signal to noise ratio could also be increased through
optimization of the flux at the sample with the correct

thickness of attenuator. It is thus quite possible that
good quality fiber diffraction patterns may be obtained
from starch cultivars other than potato, i.e. wheat,
banana, barley, and plantain.
Collecting data over a large number of granules and
then averaging over patterns within a definite range of
order parameter will achieve a N1/2 improvement in the
ratio of signal to noise. The optimum solution of this
problem would require an optical microscope on the
beam line to facilitate completely automatic acquisition
of the data, hence increasing collection rates. A carefully calibrated optical microscope could also allow for
the removal of the copper locator grid and the related
problem of background subtraction.
Once better resolved peaks are achieved a serious
effort can be made to model the degree of axial tilt of
the fibrous assembly (currently assumed to be cylindrically symmetric) in the granule and the disorder in the
diffraction patterns.30,31,32
A much more advanced model for the supermolecular
structure of starch has been put forward by Oostergetel5
on the basis of tomographic reconstruction of electron
micrographs. This consists of a complicated superhe-
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funding T.A.W, and Andy Hammersley at the ESRF for
supplying his Fit2d V7.37 software for analysis of 2-D
CD detector data. Cerius is a commercial package
produced by Biosym/Molecular Simulations.
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